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qbittorrent v4.1.7 was released. attention: this release uses the libtorrent 1.2.x series. it saves fastresumes a bit differently than the 1.x series, which are used so far in the stable versions (and alpha releases). if you run it and then downgrade to a previous qbittorrent version then your torrents will probably start
rechecking. changes in v4.7: qbittorrent v4.1.6 was released. attention: this release uses the libtorrent 1.2.x series. it saves fastresumes a bit differently than the 1.x series, which are used so far in the stable versions (and alpha releases). if you run it and then downgrade to a previous qbittorrent version then your
torrents will probably start rechecking. changes in v4.6: qbittorrent v4.1.5 was released. attention: this release uses the libtorrent 1.2.x series. it saves fastresumes a bit differently than the 1.x series, which are used so far in the stable versions (and alpha releases). if you run it and then downgrade to a previous

qbittorrent version then your torrents will probably start rechecking. changes in v4.5: qbittorrent v4.1.4 was released. attention: this release uses the libtorrent 1.2.x series. it saves fastresumes a bit differently than the 1.x series, which are used so far in the stable versions (and alpha releases). if you run it and then
downgrade to a previous qbittorrent version then your torrents will probably start rechecking. changes in v4.4:
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qbittorrent v4.0.2 was released. a new version was released because of some of the fixes
included in v4.1.2. it also corrects a few bugs and addresses a security issue in the
rss/search feature. edit(2018-10-20): due to a known security issue, v4.2 has been

withdrawn. only the release candidate of v4.2 will be available for now. edit(2018-10-21):
the release candidate for v4.2 is ready. the new release is already available for download.
qbittorrent v4.0.1 was released. a new version was released because of some of the fixes

included in v4.1.2. it also corrects a few bugs and addresses a security issue in the
rss/search feature. edit(2018-10-14): there's a problem in the tutorial about sharing a

torrent. it has been fixed. the dutch windows central published a new tutorial: easy
bittorrent in windows 10 for free using qbittorrent. edit(2018-10-07): a problem has been
found in the tutorial about sharing a torrent. it has been fixed. the italian windows central

published a new tutorial: fast, free, easy bittorrent in windows 10 using qbittorrent.
edit(2018-10-05): a problem has been found in the tutorial about sharing a torrent. it has
been fixed. qbittorrent v4.1.8 was released. for windows only the 64-bit build is available

for the stable release. changes included in the stable series aren't mentioned below.
attention: this release uses the libtorrent 1.2.x series. it saves fastresumes a bit

differently than the 1.x series, which are used so far in the stable versions (and alpha
releases). if you run it and then downgrade to a previous qbittorrent version then your

torrents will probably start rechecking. changes in v4.8: 5ec8ef588b
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